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“Earned love
is resilient, a
flower coming
up through the
asphalt, face
turned toward
the sun.”
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A New Paradigm For Lasting Love
Why do so many relationships get off to such a promising start, only to fail?

How can intimate partners who were once so in love descend into a boring, uninspiring
union and feel they no longer want to try to make their relationship work?
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And why do two people who freely and willingly chose to commit to marriage sometimes
find themselves at the other extreme – looking for love and passion in the arms of another?
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The divorce rate in the United States today is presently fluctuating between forty and
fifty percent, depending on the statistic sampled. The couples who make it to thirty-five
years drop to one in five, and by fifty years only one in twenty. And those statistics don’t
measure the satisfaction of those couples that do stay together. Most people try long-term
coupling again, and those numbers appear even more discouraging. Second and third
marriages succeed even less often, with some reports as high as seventy percent failures.
Why is this happening? And, more importantly, how can we change it?
The answer is that we are suffering from a misconception about how love is supposed to
last and how a couple can make that happen.
Collectively, we’ve developed a false idea of what romantic love is all about. We expect
it to be a certain way – two totally devoted partners, unchanging, and forever secure that
they will love each other in the same way forever. We think once we’ve “found” it, it will
stay as intriguing and entrancing as it was at the beginning. We want the euphoria of
early romance to continue to seduce us into passionate labyrinths. But these impossible
expectations in turn lead us to act and think in a manner that actually diminishes and can
ultimately destroy the love we so desperately want to hold onto.
If you’re thinking, “No, no, that’s not me – I’m a realist, I never expected that,” please
keep reading. Because what I’m talking about often happens very subtly and takes many

committed partners totally by surprise. Anyone who has ever struggled to find a partner
or keep a romantic relationship going has, in some way, bought into this false idea of
automatic long-lasting love.
Here are some important questions that can help you explore this possibility:
Have you ever chosen to ignore something that made you uncomfortable in the early
stages of a relationship because you didn’t want to focus on anything but the wonderful
feelings you were having?
Did you ever hide something about yourself when you were getting to know someone
because you didn’t want to appear high maintenance, difficult, or like damaged goods?
Have you ever underplayed something you really needed and wanted from a partner,
fearful that it would seem as if you were asking too much?
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All of these behaviors stem from our desire to preserve the early bond of romantic love –
we don’t want to do anything that could possibly threaten what we have and potentially
risk its loss.
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And that’s where we go wrong. We don’t realize that true, profound love is born out of the
willingness to experience ALL the parts of another person – and of yourself – early in a
new relationship, from the delicious good parts all the way to the possibly not-so appetizing
ones.
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It’s in “rocking the boat” early in a relationship that we actually have the opportunity to
deepen our connection to another human being – to probe the depths of who they are and
who WE are, especially when the boat can weather a great deal of rocking. The natural
resilience of new love can shoulder these explorations and innovative solutions if those
experiences are bathed in the confidence of easy “bounce-back” and predictable “makeups.”
Trying to hold on to the early stages of romance by keeping everything light and breezy is
likely to set the stage for greater disappointment later. Even though it may be scary, it’s
precisely at the beginning of a relationship – when the good feelings are at their peak and
understanding overflows – that we should confront potential issues. Otherwise, we miss a
critical opportunity to develop the necessary conflict resolution skills early that we’ll need
to keep the relationship growing strong.
Unrevealed feelings and deeper issues don’t go away – they simply live underground
until they must eventually surface. If they are potentially threatening, they can emerge in
painful ways and negatively affect the entire relationship. If you deal with those hidden
emotions and responses when they ache to be known, you will discover whether you’re
with the right person. The closeness that can emerge from taking those early risks has the
potential to form the foundation for a quality love that lasts.

This process involves not just a commitment to being honest and authentic, but also an
openness to change – yourself, your partner, and the way you both are in your relationship
when you discover things about each other that need exploration.
The false idea of romantic love insists that both people will not ever change and somehow
their connection will stay the way they were when they met. If new partners hold to
those ideas, they will not be able to share what they fear will turn the other away, and
authenticity is sacrificed.
To buy the fantasy that unchallenged love will last forever, both partners must give up
their individual needs for transformation. That means keeping any desire to be or do
something different than what the other partner might want or wish for is carefully quieted.
Over time, predictability is insured but boredom is the likely result. Bored partners begin
to lose interest and withhold energy, and look for ways to re-spark. That sets the stage for
searching for excitement elsewhere.
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The most successful couples do challenge each other early on. They combine sweet
nurturing while simultaneously supporting each other’s freedom to develop into their best
selves. Though they fully understand that they are risking being uncomfortable, they know
that this is the only way that an intimate relationship will foster ever-deepening levels of
connection. And yes, the kind of romance that lasts.
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So how do we do this? How do we ensure that the profound, soul-satisfying love we ache
for is more likely to happen?
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The traditional notion of romantic love is too careful. Though fraught with initial promise, it
soon can become stagnant, possessive, and oppressive. It doesn’t allow its participants
to take risks because it cowers under the threat of separation. It is too often fleeting,
fragile, and finite – seeming to elude our grasp, or evaporate away when we thought that it
would last forever.
True, lasting love can only come from partners who are willing to be heroic. They love
each other in bold and brave ways that make their commitment both transforming in itself
and transformational for the people who practice it.
Heroic Love is the only way to deepen and preserve the best any couple can give each
other.
It’s not an end, but an ongoing journey – not something we simply find, but constantly
create. Heroic Love calls forth your truest self and your fiercest commitment in order to
experience a profound, transformative relationship that propels both of you to fulfill your
ultimate purpose. When you make it happen, you are making it possible to taste an even
deeper, sweeter romance than either of you could have imagined.
Believing in a romantic love that will never change or go away is blind, and ultimately
too often results in disappointment and failure. But believing in chosen change and

growth is possible. It develops from the partners’ mutual acceptance that no matter how
passionately people feel about each other, no one should, or even could, maintain that
exact same feeling forever. Nor would anyone who deeply loved you want you to hold
back any desires or actions that would take you closer to the person you were meant to
be.
Relationships, when they are great, deepen and mature over time. They add dimensions,
rearrange priorities, reframe issues, and learn what real devotion is all about –
experiences that can only happen when discovery is always present. And all the while, the
couple is devoted to what is sacred between them – always wanting the other to be the
best he or she can be and never taking each other for granted.
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A relationship based upon renewed and re-chosen commitment every day doesn’t lose its
vitality, and most partners who have been able to achieve that kind of relationship treasure
what they have created. Though other relationships may beckon, they realize that what
they have could not easily be matched anywhere else. Knowing that their relationship is
unique and rarely matched, they are unwilling to risk losing it.
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Make no mistake, Heroic Love is not easy. It requires you to bravely face the demons
within you and surmount seeming obstacles. You have to be willing to do the work – not
as a finished product, but for always. To empower yourself and choose your life rather
than live in the tragedy gap of what you don’t have.
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Nothing will change in the ways you have been experiencing relationships until you
choose to embrace these concepts. The rewards you reap will be in direct proportion to
how much desire and determination you put in. Instant fixes only create bigger problems
later. Yet, as soon as you embrace the journey of Heroic Love, you will see immediate
improvement in your relationships. And you will keep seeing giant leaps of progress the
more you stick with it. The goal is transformation and long-term happiness. The price is
giving up the comfort of predictable security.
Heroic love is about bringing the excitement and energy of the early romantic phase
TOGETHER with the fulfillment and safety of long-term commitment. It’s about creating a
different kind of romance that continually gives birth to itself.
As a relationship therapist for over 40 years, I know that this is the strategy that
undoubtedly creates profound, passionate, soul-satisfying love for BOTH partners. This
book is a distillation of everything I’ve learned in my practice with couples, and it is my
mission to help as many people as I can achieve the unparalleled experience of Heroic
Love.
We’ll explore the 5 keys of Heroic Love: the core elements that will help you create a
deeply-fulfilling relationship while achieving your highest potential as an individual. You’ll
learn how to understand your partner and be understood like never before, and you’ll
know how to communicate in a way that further strengthens your bond.

If you are single, being a hero in love means that you can practice the steps for your
self-actualization in preparation for the next relationship that comes. You’ll bravely and
authentically share who you are in order to attract the right person for you, and you’ll also
have the tools you need to build a solid relationship foundation from the beginning.
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And if you’re already in a relationship, you’ll begin to see it in a whole new way –
transforming what felt like unsolvable dilemmas into pivot points for deeper intimacy. I’ve
seen it happen in my own marriage and with so many of my couples. You become heroes
together. It’s a meaningful and fulfilling journey, and it’s entirely possible.

Key 1
Heroic Love Is Sacred, Not Secure
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New lovers want to feel safe and secure. They want to be in a relationship where they can
depend on their partner to be there whenever and however they need them, and they
want those guarantees to last forever. But romantic love can sustain itself as long as the
partners never change. If they maintain that commitment to remain exactly the same, to
never evolve as individuals, their relationship will become predictable. Predictability does
indeed support security, but the price is likely to be eventual boredom.
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Heroic Love embraces sacredness, not security, as the basis of commitment. The
partners who are not afraid to risk security for ever-challenging interest and exploration
can sustain their excitement about each other and their relationship. They know that
guaranteed security is an illusion, preventing what really brings joy and meaning to
relationships: ongoing discovery and transformation. Choosing to hold one’s lover in a
sacred place means experiencing their relationship as a daily miracle and blessing, rather
than a guaranteed place of safety that must never change.
As it is ever evolving, the partners in a heroic relationship know that both of them
consciously re-choose it every day. They acknowledge the sanctity and preciousness of
their union, and know it must transform to stay alive.
When you sign up for a heroic relationship, you are consciously choosing both to be
in partnership while simultaneously giving each other the room and freedom to evolve
individually to the highest potential. You are deeply committed, mutually satisfied,
and self-realizing. When you’re in an intimate partnership that gives you the freedom
to become the best self you can be, you’re with your best friend, your lover, and your
supportive catalyst for positive change.
In this key, I’ll take you into the emotional and physical experience of falling in love, how
our misconceptions about this phase impact relationship success, and what we can do
when we are fearful that “the honeymoon might be over.”

Chapter 1

The Problem With “Romantic Love” – And
Why Promising Relationships Fail
Is there a more delicious feeling than falling in love?
The magical, heady combinations of emotions that
accompany early love have inspired every artistic creation
since the beginning of time. Equally so, the heartbreak
that accompanies the demise of those feelings gets just as
much airtime. Both finding love and losing it seem to be
inexplicable phenomena. Or does it need to be?
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In this chapter, we’ll examine what happens when two
people fall into romantic love; and, more importantly,
what factors combine to create the heartbreaking “honeymoon is over” stage. We’ll see
just why the expectations that new lovers have of each other are so often followed by
disappointments and waning interest in the relationship, and why so many partners run
away when those feelings arise. We’ll discover what they might have done to stay in love
had they known how to make the transition earlier into a different kind of a relationship.

How The Lust Of Romantic Love Declines
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Romantic lust is a fascinating process. It is easy to identify by the ways that new lovers are
with each other, but rarely sufficiently explained in terms of its underlying biochemistry.
New lovers are in their hunting mode. When human animals hunt, their testosterone and
dopamine levels are high and their sense of being is alive and motivated to capture their
prey. Mating is the goal, and though many potential targets would normally satisfy that
basic instinct, the desire to mate with a particular person focuses and enhances those
hungers. These specially selected partners enhance the chemical drive to focus on one
person, leaving other potential prey colorless in comparison.
Most new lovers are not only highly motivated but also well-intentioned. They have a
sincere desire to just reap the benefits of the heady combination of lust and love. Because
of that mutual desire to share those remarkable feelings with each other, the majority of
new romantic relationships have great potential to succeed.
Because they are so dedicated to their love, most new partners generously give whatever
they can to make the relationship work. They don’t feel burdened about the effort it takes
to care for each other’s needs, and seem to effortlessly put forth whatever surplus,

sustained positive energy is needed to ensure their lovers feel treasured.
When people are in the throes of early romantic love, they also try to overlook things
about the other person they might normally find undesirable. Unwilling to threaten what
they have, they are more likely to let something distressing slide instead of speaking up.
This tendency of new lovers to hide their deeper selves in order to avoid conflict is an
important issue we’ll discuss in Key 2.
If you listen to typical comments made by new lovers, you can hear their commitment to
maintaining feelings and behaviors that they feel will ensure that their romance will last
forever. See if any of these sound familiar:
“He’s perfect. I’ve never met a man who loved me so much. I’ve never felt this way
before.”
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“I love everything about her. This is the real thing, I know.”
“I’ve never felt so turned on. I can’t stop thinking about him.”
“We haven’t had one fight since we’ve been together.”
“He wants to give me everything I’ve ever hoped for.”
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“She only cares about what’s important to me. She’s so incredibly selfless.”
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Most new partners are relatively successful in reciprocally experiencing the joys of their
lust/love relationship. Being the novelty seekers and natural hunters they are, they readily
experience automatic encouragement when they go in pursuit of someone new. Because
the process itself is innately exciting, the partners are ensured of bountiful rewards.
The chemicals in our brains that are produced during a romantic seduction feed
our motivation to continue giving intense energy to the process. In addition to the
immediate rewards, new lovers have often chosen each other because of unconscious
attachments to intrinsic memories of past important people in their lives. When those
feelings are activated, the chemical reactions can be intensified. Now we may be
experiencing the comfort and security of childlike hungers and fantasies in concert with
the sexual mesmerizing lust of our current, adult self. That combination can produce an
overwhelmingly delicious feeling that can hardly be described in words. It feels like the
promise of everlasting and complete happiness, devoid of fear of any prior losses. The
present now has the opportunity to heal the past. Yes, the illusion of total security.
Maintaining that enchantment of new love over time is not automatic. Past, present, and
future attachment to security as a goal does not allow for the personal transformations that
keep partners devoted and interested in each other. When the thrill of the seductive hunt
ends and the prey is safely secured, the momentum will naturally begin to dissipate and
reality will set in. Now generous sacrifices are not driven by the same selfless motivations,

and continuous commitment requires a different agenda.
If the couple continues to choose security over continuing discovery, they will lose the
excitement that their hunting hormones created and replace them with the brain chemistry
that accompanies the stages of comfort and security. The result is a gentler, more secure
connection, but ultimately a poor comparison to the intensity of those that produced the
heady hungers of romantic lust.
Seduced by the sweetness of the positive parts of secure comfort, a couple may not
realize that they have stopped searching for challenge and discovery. They do not realize
that the security of predictable connection may be edging out the very emotional and
physical drivers that initially brought them together.

How Couples Risk Losing That Loving Feeling – And Each Other
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When that happens and the initial fiery, magnetic, intense focus starts to lose some of its
pull, the couple often accepts that result as inevitable. No one expects the intensity to last
forever, right? But the initial rewards have diminished and what might have once seemed
effortless now takes more motivation to accomplish.
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If the couple decides there is enough investment in time and other desirable reasons to
continue their relationship despite the lack of automatic motivation, they may try to bring
excitement into their relationship by seeking outside interests that bring each back to life
separate from each other. Maybe they can regenerate the relationship by sharing those
imported sources of energy. If there is no betrayal or infidelity, going outward may initially
be a legitimate solution. Friends, entertainment, careers, hobbies, children, travel, crises,
or new acquisitions can infuse the relationship with much-needed stimulation.
Unfortunately, when the couple returns to the quiet of their relationship solitude, away from
those external interests and the novelty they present, they may not be able to use those
outside experiences to produce innovative excitement between them. If they cannot, they
may keep those two worlds separate and reduce their relationship to dutifully reporting
their logistical statistics each day just to keep each other abreast.
When I meet a couple, I routinely ask them what situations or experiences in their lives
bring out the best and most alive parts in them, the most dependable vitality, and the
most regenerating motivation. I am always saddened when they tell me that those notable
involvements exist mostly outside of their relationship.
What is even more worrisome is that they often answer that question readily and easily
without any apparent awareness that they feel that way or that their relationship may be
in more trouble than they realize. Their personal relationship has slowly worked its way to
the back burner, expected to survive on passionate memories and diminished excitement.
The couple has been seduced by the comfort of their secure and less-challenging

relationship, but do not realize that they have stopped generating the spark between them
that attracted them to each other when they first came together.

The Surprising Reason Why Couples Begin To Bicker
Without the wonderful excitement that fueled their initial love, the partners may begin to
feel that their relationship has become too predictable and easy. Needing less and less
energy to keep it going, they can not only predict most every phrase and every reaction,
they can finish each other’s thoughts and anticipate their desires. Boredom will eventually
follow.
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Boredom is often the most overlooked reason why couples increase their fighting.
They may only be emphasizing conflicts to awaken their awareness of each other.
Disagreements can actually be unconsciously chosen – dramatic interludes that put
boredom at bay for a while. They create a temporary pseudo-energy that can replace the
lessening authentic interest.
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For example, can you remember sitting at dinner with your committed partner not able to
think of anything valuable to say and wishing he or she would do something that would
alleviate your lack of interest? All of a sudden, you find yourself spontaneously bringing up
an incident from the past in some pseudo-innocent way, asking for some clarification of a
statement that distressed you. Inside you know very well what actually happened in that
past experience and, up until that moment, were resolved about it, but you needed to just
create a little excitement at the time so you revisited it with a new little “twist” – anything
that would create a little spark, even if it was negative.
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“Honey, I know we sort of solved our disagreement over that woman vendor who keeps
calling you and you told me it was nothing and not to worry about it, but sometimes you’re
looking away from me as if you are somewhere else. Are you absolutely sure you’re not
wishing you were with her?”
“What are you talking about? Where did that come from? I thought we settled that. She’s
not even my type.”
“Oh, so if she were, then I’d be right?”
And the downward spiral begins.
Fighting, even over useless issues, forces the couple to be at temporary odds, creating a
tension that raises the energy exchanged. From that artificially co-created separation, they
may feel a little threatened that the relationship is in trouble at that moment, and re-think
their importance to each other. The process of “making up” can arouse those early hunting
hungers the partners felt when their love was new.
If the conflicts lead to new discovery and the desire to pursue those challenges, they

may revive interest in each other, at least for a while. If they do not, and repetitive,
unproductive boredom-created battles continue, they may eventually become predictable
in and of themselves, and no longer work.
If bored couples seek stimulation in external, novel environments, they may be able
to pretend they are less uninterested in each other than they are. If their hunger for
excitement and challenge is being met outside the relationship, that creeping boredom
that is between them can be masked. Returning from stimulating environments can lull
the couple into thinking that generating personal excitement between them is no longer
necessary. But if their passion continues to dissipate, the relationship is in danger of
creating a dispassionate indifference that will eventually be unable to regenerate.
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As untended to boredom saps vitality, the couple’s good connections begin to lessen,
and the bad ones gain momentum. The relationship becomes easier to wound and takes
longer to heal. Reading the mail becomes more important than that first hug, and “Bye,
honey,” may be shouted from a back room instead of accompanied by a fond embrace.
If that kind of disinterested non-connection continues, the partners in the relationship
may begin to experience each other as impersonal objects acting out predictable and
uninteresting scripts.
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They are in danger of entering the no-man’s-land of increased irritability, impatience,
and diminished generosity. Sadly as well, it often happens that one partner is more
bored than the other, creating a whole different kind of heartache. One of them may
fight to regenerate the relationship while the other pulls back from interacting to signal
disconnecting. The still-interested partner, anticipating loss may plead, be angry, blame,
or try to threaten. The results are often withdrawal or abandonment on the part of the other
partner. If nothing works to get the relationship back on track, they may begin to internally
prepare to live without each other.

Why Leaving A Relationship Should Not Be The Automatic Answer To
Boredom

When one or both partners make the decision to end a relationship, they often use the
lessons they’ve learned to make themselves more desirable to their next partner. If they’re
out of shape, they go on a diet and start to work out. If they feel they’re outof-date, they
read up on current world issues, catch the latest important movies, look up old friends,
sign up for interesting travel options, invest in new outside packaging, all efforts to appear
as a more interesting attraction.
They realize pretty quickly that they’d better clean out personal and situational cobwebs,
reactivate what evokes passions, and recommit to the involvements that kept them
interesting. They intuitively know that successful hunters are prepared, eager and the
most alluring they can be.

The irony of this personal re-commitment and one of my saddest observations is that this
willing, committed, and new investment in a future relationship may have saved their prior
one had they done the same transforming for their prior partner before it was too late.
Perhaps our throwaway culture has inevitably spilled over to the way we value each
other. If something doesn’t work, maybe the best solution is to just get a newer, better
model. Most of the resources that we depend upon for guidance too often now direct us
to alternatives from staying in a relationship that has outgrown its reasons for existing.
Whether it’s popular media, TV gurus, or polyamorous aficionados, many well-known icons
do not model how to re-create something that’s not working.
If we’re to have a real chance at long-term relationship success, we’re going to have to
approach these potential barriers in a whole new way. There’s a lot of ground between
escaping the fear of martyred entrapment, and committing to whatever it takes to
regenerate something that has been unattended to, unexplored or sabotaged.
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The good news is that people are more aware, more conscious, and more committed to
this journey than I have ever known them to be before. In the forty-plus years I’ve been
working with couples, I have seen them transform from being defined by society’s roles to
seeing individual potential regardless of what the media expects. They are more ready to
forge new pathways into unknown relationship territories. They know that what’s happened
so far hasn’t worked and they are ready to create unique relationships that define
themselves by their success, and not by what might have worked in the past.

Instead Of A New Partner, A Different Mindset
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Many people think that the normal let-down phase in romantic relationships is caused by
an incorrect choice in partner. They believe that somehow they just didn’t choose the right
person or were too impulsive to pay attention to potential negative signs.
Sometimes that turns out to be the truth, but it may be more realistically based on a
couple’s inability to transform a potentially successful relationship from romantic lust/love
to the development of a deeper and more profound intimate friendship.
If the couple had the insight to simultaneously develop a deeper and more profound
love at the same time as they were magnetically enjoying the primordial lust of their new
relationship, that failure might never have needed to happen. If new lovers, armed with
significant motivation and skills, knew what to do earlier in the relationship, they could
have had the chance to make it happen. The loss of spontaneous aliveness – the amazing
lustful feelings and longing hunger – is likely to be a hard act to follow without the partner’s
investment in an even better connection in the future.
Without a plan to weather this period in a relationship and take it to the richness that lasting
love can provide, the partners may think that their downward slide is irresolvable, too

daunting, or disappointing to confront.
If either of the partners have had similar disappointing patterns in their individual pasts,
they are even more likely to give up when their initial passions wane. It is much more
likely that they would want to expeditiously escape another expected failure and minimize
damage by getting out as soon as they feel there is no other option. One or both of the
partners may decide to take the more guaranteed road and look for that lust and passion
in a new relationship. One more partnership that might have had the potential for enduring
and beautiful permanence may have ended without a real chance.
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But what if the couple had shifted their perspective of what lasting love is really supposed
to look like before that happened? Instead of viewing the transition from lust to heroic
love as a negative change, they could have understood that they were simply entering a
new stage in their relationship and embraced it with new skills – those that could maintain,
nurture, and deepen their bond.

Shifting Your Focus And Keeping Love Alive
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In the early stages of a romantic relationship, most couples don’t want to believe that their
idealistic, magical connection will ever diminish. When the mesmerizing euphoria dies
down, as it must, they find no other option but to think it just wasn’t meant to last. They
haven’t been able to foresee it as a natural, beneficial progression of the relationship, and
the gateway to deepening connection.
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But why should the next phase of love feel less inherently valuable? Why does learning
exquisite and successful maintenance seem problematic or burdensome to a couple?
In all other areas of life, people expect to put significant energy into maintaining treasures.
Most of us realize the importance of taking care of what is valuable even after the newness
has worn off. Whether we’re men or women, we understand the importance of keeping
our cars clean and running, our computers backed up and up-to-date, our friendships
renewed, our traditions authentically honored, and our bodies currently active and
healthy. We don’t take any of those things for granted or assume they will just take care of
themselves without our continuous watch and commitment to cherishing them.
Most of us absolutely realize the importance of staying current on all the important
aspects of our lives, whether it’s our careers, interesting places to travel, the latest in how
to stay younger longer, and what makes us inherently interesting to others. Committed
maintenance of the things that really matter to us is often a way of life for most people in
almost every area of life.
Is it because love between two people is so intangible, so basically difficult to maintain,
that people don’t recognize the need to put out the same automatic energy to ensure they
stay inherently alive?

What is missing from the formula, that results in so many of us starting out with so much
hope in relationships, only to crash and burn when the initial excitement quiets down and
we have to actually work at something that matters?
What combination of knowledge, skill, and commitment could reverse that negative
spiral and deliver the lasting love that both partners so sincerely want? What do we
already know and use in so many other areas of our life that we could transfer to the most
important area of our lives?
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As we’ll see in the next chapter, there’s a different way to look at relationships that
results in BOTH partners feeling both individually fulfilled, knowing they are in the best
relationship possible, and totally committed to keeping it that way from the beginning of
their romance.

Chapter 2

Embracing A Love That Transforms And
Endures
Imagine that your partner never changes from the person he or she was when you met.
No matter how long you’ve been together, you will hear the
same phrases, the same jokes, and the same interests.
What if love-making always has exactly the same pattern,
and neither of you have any new dreams or ideas to share
with each other?
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Within a short period of time, you will experience that partner
as someone with no new surprises or challenges that would
entice or require you to grow or transform on the other end.
Everything he or she offers in the relationship you’ve already
stored away in mental and emotional files that are worn with age and repetition. You
realize that you are running the relationship on ten percent of what you have to offer and
what you gave when your love was new.
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And what if that partner never annoyed you, pushed your buttons a little, or challenged
you in any way to think or feel differently? What if they always passively agreed with
everything you thought or did?
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Does this seem like a recipe for blissful comfort, or is there a more likely outcome that your
relationship will become so habitual that boredom will ensue?
While it may seem that perfect compatibility and a lack of disagreement would indicate
the probability of success for couples, that’s not usually the case. Most people do value
and enjoy the parts of a relationship that feel secure and comfortable, but would not thrive
in one that does not allow them the novelty, challenge, and excitement that will keep them
alive both individually and as a couple. They do not realize that opting for predictable
security has a high price.
In this chapter, we’ll discuss how to keep the magic alive in your relationship through and
beyond the honeymoon period. You’ll learn how you can be completely committed to both
your partner and your individual development at the same time.

Creating The Never-Ending Romance
Realistically, people must, and do change, even if they withhold those new dimensions
from each other. All living things either evolve or decay, and a relationship is a living

entity. If the relationship is not appearing to change on the surface, it is, in fact, changing
underneath.
Partners who are avoiding conflict withhold those internal changes from each other,
holding on to the false idea of romantic love. Unless intimate partners are willing to risk
sharing their internal transformations with each other, they are going to master the outside
behavior and give less and less of their prime-time energy to maintaining it. Not only will
your partner become uninteresting, but so will you. You can’t be bored without being
boring. And the changes that are going on will be hidden from both partners or given
away to other people or areas.
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A Heroic Love relationship is one where both of you are not only openly and continuously
transforming, but your changes are being actively supported by your partner, even when
those transitions may temporarily shake up the relationship. Because your relationship is a
place of comfort, but also one where differences and discovery are totally supported, you
look forward to working through those differences together, searching for innovative and
exciting results. The relationship is seen as an agent for growth, and in turn the individual
transformation is the fuel that generates a continuing, realistic romance.
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Your early stages of falling in love were marked by constant discovery. The two of you
were always learning new things about each other, and it’s what made it thrilling. THAT’S
the kind of experience that keeps couples in love. And it’s the only kind of intimate
relationship that has the potential to thrive and regenerate in the world we live in today.

This Isn’t Your Grandmother’s Relationship
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Compare Heroic Love to the concepts that have been handed down from our elders.
Less than a few generations ago, their traditional instructions were that we had to commit
to relationships that maintained the illusion of mutual and forever sacrificial devotion, no
matter how we might have felt differently over time.
We were told that good people could do this. It was the belief and the rule. Society
encouraged partners to behave in a manner that was morally right, to focus on what was
satisfactory between partners, to ignore any ongoing conflict, and to purposefully block
irresponsible exit routes. Sacrifice was rewarded, and any self-serving behavior was
perceived as a major contributor to the destruction of the relationship.
There was a beauty to those traditional, secure, and predictable relationships when
they had their place in time. They provided comfort and solace to the partners, and also
ensured that the tribe would continue to prosper. The elders knew that new couples
would have to sacrifice independent growth to stay together, and separation was not an
option. They gave their young partners no option but to use patience and unwavering
commitment to keep the traditions in place.

